Niagara College Libraries Student Advisory Team (NCLSAT)

Welland Division

December, 12:30-1:00pm (Meeting #2)

Minutes

Attendants: Rachel Phillips, Adityakatori Wala, Tina Keza Tamara, Sharlene Mae Cruz

Agenda:

1) – The laptops are old and take a long time to load.
   - Increase computer login speed
   - Faster computer (start-up)
   - Computers are few
   - Computer fines are expensive if late
   - Supply laptops with DVD drive

2) Photocopier paper in student lab should be refilled often (not our issue but an important point made by students)

3) – Wifi zone (more cover)
   - Improve wifi connection
   - Wifi connection is too bad in many areas

4) Meeting rooms are the ‘best’ but need more of them

5) – supplies for students (ie. lined paper or pens)

6) – DVDs more TV series and update titles

7) – Meeting rooms are the ‘best’ but need more of them
- Helping international students with English